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DC Green Lantern Beware My Power In this thrilling new DC Universe Movie, Earth's
latest Green Lantern will rise! When a Power Ring is bestowed upon former Marine John
Stewart, it leads him on a life-changing mission. With Justice League member Green
Arrow and Thanagarian Hawkgirl by his side, Stewart is thrown into a complicated
galactic war with shocking origins and catastrophic consequences. It's a trial by fire for
the inexperienced Lantern as he battles deadly enemies like Sinestro – but a much
darker secret will be the true test of this Green Lantern's strength! DC / Warner
Baby Assassins Upon graduation, highly trained teenage assassins Chisato and Mahiro
are informed by upper management that they will need to hold down “normal” jobs as
a cover, and—even worse—they’ll be forced to share an apartment. However, after an
unfortunate run-in with a Yakuza member, the two must band together to survive an
epic fight for their lives. Well Go
Slapface After the death of his mother, Lucas, a loner who lives in a rundown home
with his brother, Tom, regularly seeks solace in the nearby woods. With his only “friends”
being a group of female bullies, he keeps to himself most of the time. But, after a
strange encounter with an inhuman monster, Lucas begins to withdraw from others.
When the two reach a tentative trust, a bizarre friendship is born, and Lucas is swept up
in a series of primal adventures. RLJE / Shudder Film
Hellbender Izzy leads an isolated life, locked away from the world by her protective
mother who has convinced her she has a “chronic illness.” After sneaking into town, Izzy
plays a cruel drinking game with a new friend that unleashes a deep-rooted taste for
blood. Confused and scared, Izzy questions her mom. But Mom’s secrets are as old and
dark as the bloodline from which they’re born, and its grip is tight. Izzy’s true nature can
only sleep for so long, though, and when it wakes, it’s hungry as hell….RLJE / Shudder
NCIS Los Angeles Season 13 is a drama about the high-stakes world of a division of
NCIS that is charged with apprehending dangerous and elusive criminals, who pose a
threat to the nation’s security. By assuming false identities and utilizing the most
advanced technology, this team of highly trained agents goes deep undercover, putting
their lives on the line in the field to bring down their targets. Special Agent “G” Callen is
a chameleon who transforms himself into whomever he needs to be to infiltrate the
criminal underworld. His partner is Special Agent Sam Hanna, a former U.S. Navy SEAL
who has seen action in both Afghanistan and Iraq. The team includes the all-knowing
Henrietta “Hetty” Lange, who handles the politics of the job and is tasked with
providing everything from micro-surveillance cameras to cars for the team; Special
Agent Kensi Blye, the exceptionally bright daughter of a slain Marine who lives for the
adrenaline rush that comes with undercover work; Marty Deeks, a seasoned LAPD
undercover detective who has become an NCIS Special Agent; Fatima Namazi, a Middle
East specialist and a razor-sharp cryptologist; and former FBI Agent Devin Rountree,
whose unique upbringing, discipline and athletic ability are a welcomed addition to the
team. Working with them, and keeping the team on their toes, is Retired Admiral Hollis
Kilbride. Armed with the latest in high-tech gear and sent regularly into life-threatening
situations, this tight-knit unit relies on each other to do what is necessary to protect
national interests. CBS / Paramount
Blue Bloods Season 12 is a drama about a multi-generational family of cops dedicated
to New York City law enforcement. Frank Reagan is the New York Police Commissioner,
and heads both the police force and the Reagan brood. He runs his department as
diplomatically as he runs his family, even when dealing with the politics that plagued
his unapologetically bold father, Henry, during his stint as Chief. A source of pride and
concern for Frank is his eldest son, Danny, a seasoned detective, family man and Iraq
War vet who on occasion uses dubious tactics to solve cases with his partner, Detective
Maria Baez. Erin, the middle daughter, is a New York Assistant D.A. who serves as the
legal compass for her siblings and father. Jamie is the youngest Reagan, a Harvard Law
graduate and the family’s “golden boy.” Unable to deny the family tradition, Jamie
decided to give up a lucrative future in law and follow in the family footsteps as a cop.
He’s found a friend and ally in his wife, Eddie, who keeps him on his toes, and has very
different reasons than the Reagans for joining the police force. CBS / Paramount
Code Name Banshee Caleb (Antonio Banderas), a former government assassin in
hiding, resurfaces when his protégé, the equally deadly killer known as Banshee (Jaime
King), discovers a bounty has been placed on Caleb’s head, which the powerful
mercenary, Anthony (Tommy Flanagan) is now seeking to collect. Caleb and Banshee
must put the past behind them and join together one last time, along with Caleb’s
daughter, Hailey (Catherine Davis) if they are to survive the secret CIA plot that
threatens to destroy them.. Screen Media
Star Trek V: The Final Frontier Kirk (William Shatner), McCoy (DeForest Kelley), and
Spock (Leonard Nimoy) are enjoying a vacation in Yosemite National Park when duty
calls. Vulcan cult leader Sybok (Laurence Luckinbill) and his followers have invaded a
"planet of peace," where delegates from hostile races coexist in a sort of intergalactic
United Nations. Ordered to quell the crisis, the Enterprise crew discovers that it's a ruse
perpetrated by Sybok, who takes over the ship, piloting it toward the "Great Barrier," an
energy field at the galaxy's rim. Sybok, who is revealed to be Spock's half-brother,
possesses the ability to help people face their "inner pain." He also believes that God
lies beyond the Great Barrier. Once arriving there, however, Sybok and the Enterprise
crew discover only an imprisoned alien entity. Blu-ray bonus features The Human
Adventure. An all-new 8-part documentary detailing how the Director’s Edition came to
life!
1883 From visionary creator Taylor Sheridan comes a prequel to television's #1 show,
Yellowstone. 1883 follows the original Dutton family as they embark on a journey west
through the Great Plains toward the last bastion of untamed America. It's a stark
retelling of Western expansion, and an intense study of one family fleeing poverty to
seek a better future in America's promised land - Montana. This acclaimed series
features a star-studded cast including Academy Award nominee Sam Elliott, Tim
McGraw, Faith Hill, with cameos from Academy Award winners Tom Hanks and Billy Bob
Thornton, and Rita Wilson. Now dive deeper into the Dutton's origin story with over two
hours of behind-the-scenes bonus content including never-before-seen featurettes
with the cast and crew. Paramount
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Jurassic World Dominion Experience the epic conclusion to the Jurassic era as two
generations unite for the first time. Chris Pratt and Bryce Dallas Howard are joined by
Oscar-winner Laura Dern, Jeff Goldblum and Sam Neill in a bold, timely and
breathtaking new adventure that spans the globe. Four years after Isla Nublar has been
destroyed, dinosaurs now live—and hunt—alongside humans all over the world. This
fragile balance will reshape the future and determine, once and for all, whether human
beings are to remain the apex predators on a planet they now share with history's most
fearsome creatures. Universal
1883 From visionary creator Taylor Sheridan comes a prequel to television's #1 show,
Yellowstone. 1883 follows the original Dutton family as they embark on a journey west
through the Great Plains toward the last bastion of untamed America. It's a stark
retelling of Western expansion, and an intense study of one family fleeing poverty to
seek a better future in America's promised land - Montana. This acclaimed series
features a star-studded cast including Academy Award nominee Sam Elliott, Tim
McGraw, Faith Hill, with cameos from Academy Award winners Tom Hanks and Billy Bob
Thornton, and Rita Wilson. Now dive deeper into the Dutton's origin story with over two
hours of behind-the-scenes bonus content including never-before-seen featurettes
with the cast and crew. Paramount
NCIS Los Angeles Season 13 Hard Times. Bigger Crimes. For the elite OSP team,
protecting our nation is a personal mission in the explosive Season 13 of NCIS: Los
Angeles. Facing high-stakes threats from deadly adversaries including Chinese
intelligence, white nationalist militias, the Mob, and an online army of murderous
internet trolls, the team G Callen (Chris O'Donnell), Sam Hanna (LL Cool J), Hetty Lang
(Linda Hunt), Kensi Blye (Daniela Ruah), Marty Deeks (Eric Christian Olsen), Fatima
Namazi (Medalion Rahimi), Devin Rountree (Caleb Castille), and Hollace Kilbride (Gerald
McRaney) never fails to keep our nation safe by any means necessary. Meanwhile,
Callen?s search for answers about his mysterious past could endanger everyone close
to him when sinister Russian operative Katya (Sasha Clements) impersonates him with
advanced deepfake technology. Paramount
The Nan Britain's most beloved Nan goes on the road trip of a lifetime from London to
Dublin as her grandson, Jamie, attempts to reunite her with her sister, Nell. The trip
doesn't go quite as Jamie imagined because Nan has her own plans, getting them into
all sorts of wacky situations along the way. They soon find themselves partying with an
Australian rugby team and dancing at an all-night rave -- all with the police hot on their
trail. Screen Media
Sniper: The White Raven Based on a true story: After suffering a senseless tragedy at
the hand of invading soldiers in the Donbas region in 2014, a former Ukrainian physics
teacher renounces his peaceful way of life and seeks revenge. Upon joining the military
and earning a coveted spot as a sniper, he sets his sights on an elite Russian sniper
whose elimination could change the tide of the conflict. Well Go
Preman: Silent Fury After his son witnesses a brutal murder committed by a notorious
crime boss, a deaf gangster is pitted against his own mob organization and thrust into
the fight of his life when he takes on his dangerous former allies - including a
sociopathic assassin - in order to protect his child.. Well Go
NCIS: Hawai'i Season One The world's most successful television series continues on
the seductive shores of the Aloha State with NCIS: HAWAI'I, The first female Special
Agent in Charge of NCIS Pearl Harbor, Jane Tennant, has thrived and risen through the
ranks by equal parts confidence and strategy in a system that has pushed back on her
every step of the way. Together with her unwavering team of specialists, they balance
duty to family and country while investigating high-stakes crimes involving military
personnel, national security and the mysteries of the sun-drenched island paradise
itself. Paramolunt / CBS
Magnum P.I. Season 4 Magnum P.I. begins its fourth season with Hawaii's favorite
detective Thomas Magnum taking on intriguing and exciting new cases with his
partner Juliet Higgins, whose second job is to keep Magnum in line, with the help of her
two Dobermans. This season, while Higgins returns to Oahu with an unexpected secret
mission from her old employers at MI-6, Magnum begins a new secret romance with a
police colleague of Katsumoto's. Always when Magnum needs back-up on a job, he
turns to his trusted buddies, and fellow POW survivors, Theodore 'TC' Calvin, a former
Marine chopper pilot who runs Island Hoppers, a helicopter tour business, and Orville
'Rick' Wright, the owner of La Mariana's, the coolest bar in town - both whose lives get
turned upside down by new and unexpected relationships. With the keys to a Ferrari in
one hand, aviator sunglasses in the other, and an Old Dsseldorf longneck chilling in the
fridge, Thomas Magnum is back on the case! Paramount / CBS
The Phantom of the Open tells the heartwarming true story of Maurice Flitcroft (Mark
Rylance), a dreamer and unrelenting optimist. This humble crane operator from
Barrow-in-Furness managed to gain entry to The British Open Golf Championship
qualifying in 1976, despite never playing a round of golf before. He shot the worst
round in Open history and drew the ire of the golfing elite, but became a folk hero in
the process and, more importantly, showed his family the importance of pursuing your
dreams. Sony
Young Sheldon: Season 5 For 9-year-old Sheldon Cooper it isn't easy growing up in
East Texas. Being a once-in-a-generation mind capable of advanced mathematics and
science isn't always helpful in a land where church and football are king. And while the
vulnerable, gifted and somewhat naïve Sheldon deals with the world, his very normal
family must find a way to deal with him. His father, George, is struggling to find his way
as a high school football coach and as father to a boy he doesn't understand. Sheldon's
mother, Mary, fiercely protects and nurtures her son in a town where he just doesn't fit
in. Sheldon's older brother, Georgie, does the best he can in high school, but it's tough
to be cool when you're in the same classes with your odd 9-year-old brother. Finally,
there's Sheldon's twin sister, Missy, who sometimes resents all the attention Sheldon
gets, but also remains the one person who can reliably tell Sheldon the truth. For 10
years on The Big Bang Theory, audiences have come to know the iconic, eccentric and
extraordinary Sheldon Cooper. This single-camera, half-hour comedy gives us the
chance to meet him in childhood, as he embarks on his innocent, awkward and hopeful
journey toward the man he will become. Warner

